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weather

CLOUDY

This is the last issue
of the quarter

Highs today will be in the 70s.
Mostly cloudy tonight and tomorrow. Lows tonight will be in the
50s, with high tomorrow in the
upper 70s.

--have a nice break.

The Daily Guardian
June 1,1979 Issue 118

Volume XV

Wright State University Dayton. Ohio

It happened in K-lot

Shooting suspect captured

By KEVIN THORNTON
shooting. The group of law ofGuardian Staff Writer
ficials was composed of agents
and
from the Federal Bureau of InUSA AURAND
vestigation (FBI), WSU policc,
Guardian Copy Editor
Wright Patterson Base Security
A suspect in the Tuesday personnel, and staff from the Air
shooting death of Air Force Major Force Office of Special InvesGary W. Gates has been arrested tigating (OSI).
as the result of a routine parking
ACCORDING TO Mencker. at
lot check by Wright State police. approximately 3:13 a.m. he
Joyce L. Wilson, 38, was spotted a green, four-door Datsun
apprehended by a group of law B-210 parked in K-lot. Noticing
officials at about 9:30 yesterday new Ohio license plates, no Ohio
morning in K-lot, after WSU validation sticker, and a Wright
police Sargeant Marvin Mencker Patterson Air Force Base decal.
notified Wright Patterson Base the officer decided to check the
Security of the presence of a car vehicle.
in K-lot fitting the description of
"I saw women's clothing and a
one sought in connection with the license plate on the floor in the

back seat," said Mencker. "I
called both (license) plate numbers in to the dispatch officer and
neither one got a hit (was on a list
of suspect cars)."
Mencker, who had seen a
description of a vehicle fitting
that of the green Datsun on a
teletype release which had originated from the FBI, proceeded
to contact Wright Patterson Base
Security and the FBI.
OFFICERS FROM each organization responded and arrived on
campus a short time later.
A group of 10 FBI agents, four
WSU officers, a team from the
OSI and Base personnel then
began to investigate m the area

where the car had been found,
said Mencker.
According to Julicn Morrissette
of WSU security, "At that point
we weren't really looking for the
suspect. We were concerned
about a student who was camping
in the woods on a Biology project.
We were trying to find him and
his campsite."
ONCE DAYLIGHT had arrived,
groups of investigators led by
Morrissette and WSU patrolman
Steve Homan begun combing the
woods around K-lot.
"The funny thing about it,"
Morrissette noted, " w a s that
Joyce Wilson had been sitting in
the woods observing us the whole

time. When we went up into
(that) area, she walked out and
surrendered to Agent Richard
Freda of the FBI, who was
guarding the car with some others
(other FBI agents)."
Wilson informed police, upon
surrendering, of the general
whereabouts of a gun which she
had left in the woods. A group
was then dispersed into the area
to search for the pistol.
THE HAND GUN. which was
discovered by Morrissette. is a
.25 caliber automatic, which is the
same type of pistol being sought
in the Gates case. Morrissette
{SM SUSPECT,' page 7)

Saga receives contract, replacing ARA
By MIKE HOSIER
and BOB MYERS
Guardian Editor*
The contract for Wright State
University's food service concession over the next two years has
lieen awarded to SAGA corporation, according to t campus news
release.
The contract was awarded by
WSU President Robert Kegerreis
Wednesday. Before Kegerreis
made the final decision, the Food
Service Committee and Elenore
Koch, vice-president for Student

Affairs, both reviewed bids from
14 members of the food service
industry. The decision-making
process has been taking place
since last September.
THE RECOMMENDATION by
the Food Service Committee was
contested by four members who
had not attended the voting
session. After consideration of
the complaint. Kegerreis and
Koch seconded the decision of the
Food Service Committee, and
issued the contract to Saga.
Saga has been awarded the

'79-80 Editors named
By MIKE HOSIER
Gjarx' mil AMocUte Editor
Nexus, the campus literary
magazine, will be under the
leadership of two editors next
year, and The Daily Guardian will
be retaining its present Editor-inChief.
During yesterday's meeting,
the Student Media Committee
chose Eduardo Garcia, who was
Editor of Nexus during the course
of this year, and Lor. Lewis, who
was Assistant Editoi this ear. as
Co-Editors of the magazine next
year.
" W E (THE Media Committee)
appreciate having two such fine
candidates apply," said Dr. Alan

Spetter, chairman of the committee.
"We feel that she (Lora) deserves a chance, before she
graduates, at Editorship," Spetter added, stressing that the
decision did not reflect on Garcia's capabilities in that position,
as the Committee felt he had done
a good job as Editor of Nexus.
Lewis will be graduating at the
end of next year.
TOE DECISION will permit as
many students as possible to have
the opportunity of serving as
Editor of a student publication.
"I am pleased with the decision." said Lewis. "I had hoped
(SM 'EDITORS,' pa««

entire food service concession,
including vending.
The actual date of the switchover from ARA to Saga is unknown at present. The date will
b>~ decided after the actual contract is drawn up.
THE FOLLOWING is a reprint
of & story which appeared in the
Daily Guardian after Saga representatives visited campus.
Saga b..i for an overall food
service contract, excluding the

operation and maintenance of
vending machines, which Saga
would sub-contract, and two
smaller bids that would give Saga
about half the food service on
campus should either be accepted.
SAGA HELD food service operations at Wright State from
1968 to 1974, at which time ARA
was awarded the contract.
The Crock Pot and the Allyn
Hall eating area would both be re-

modeled in an attempt by Saga to
bring more "warmth" into the
area. Remodeling would consist
of adding natural woods, earth
tones and brick, as weii as
planters for live plan's which
would ,Se used to separate areas.
This would, according to Saga
representatives, get away from an
"institutional" look.
The Saga representatives spent
(See 'SAGA,' page 9)

Student Budget Board announces
final recommendations
The Student Budget Board Student Affairs Elenore Koch
yesterday announced their final some time next week,
recommendations for funding of
student organizations.
The recommendations (as All recommendations of our May
shown below) will be giver, to 23 memo stand as stated with the
Director of Student Development follow ing exceptions:
Joanne Risacher, who will for- Student Ombudsman
ward them to Vice-President for The item entitled " S t u d e n t
Proposed
Recommended Differences
Organization
79-80
79-fO
Student Ombudsman
9.226
9.130
-96
6.9/5
Student Development
4.730
-2,185
Lab
Daily Guardian
28. 507
26,075
-2,432
WWSU
20.282
8,904
-11,378
6.629
Nexus
5,623
-1,006
9.704
ICC
9,062
-6JI
29.998
UCB
25.239
-4,759
Total
111.261
M.763
Rotary
6,000
Total
94,763

Wages" was increased by $2,22'
to reinstate the funds needed foi
a regular wage Secretary/Re
searcher. The Board therefor*
recommends that the Office of t h i
Student Ombudsman be allocated
S9.130 for the year 1979-80.
Budget
78-79
8.027
4,060

Increase/
Decrease
•*•1.103
+6T0

25.817
8.637
6,169
7,935
22.539
83.18*
12.100
95,284

-546
+ 1.127
+2,700
+5,579

+2S8

+2W

DAILY GCAMHAN Jane I, 19"9

Kayak vacation on river inexpensive and fun
LOUDON VILLE. Ohio UPI - If
vou think kayaks are for Eskimos.
t trip in a kayak down the Black
Fork of the Mohican River will
convince you that kayaking is
easier and safer ihan canoeing.
Kayaks on the Mohican Riser
are louring kayaks, designed and
built by Larry Rogers, owner of
the Black Fork Kayak and Canoe
Livery They have a big hole for
you to easily get into and out of.
Rogers aims to interest the
public in kayaking. His is the only
livery among the many which dot
the Mohican River banks that
offers the public both canoes and
kayaks.
HIS KAYAKS have a flat
bottom, which makes them almost impossible to tip over. They
also have plenty of room so you
can stretch your legs to allow you
to enjoy a smooth trip down the
river.
Rogers, a 34-year-old graduate
from Ashland College with a
biology major, began designing
kayaks as a different way to enjoy
recreation waters.
His single-person fiberglass
kayak is 14 feet. 6 inches long and
weighs 65 pounds. He builds
them in the winter with the help
of a couple of part-lime workers.
••KAYAKS HAVE a lot of advantages over a canoe • mainly
safety and comfort " he said.
"The only disadvantage is that
there isn't as much room as in a
canoe."
Hi-, kavaks have Ihe wide flat

bottom and a low center of
gravity.
The boater sits in a bucket seat
just above the bottom of the kayak
and is below the level of the
water, giving the lower center of
gravity. This, coupled with the
fiat bottom, adds to the stability
of the craft.
A FLAT-BOTTOM craft is
much harder to tip over than a
rounded bottom as in a canoe.
Rogers said.
But if you do happen to tip over
in a kavak. you can easily get out
of the craft, right it and climb
back in.
When renting a kayak from
Rogers, you get an orange life
jacket and a double-bladed paddle to guide the bright red and
white kayak down the river.
WITH THE double-bladed paddle, you don't have to worry about
crossover paddling - that is.
paddling first on one side, then
moving the paddle over the craft,
dripping water, and paddling on
the other side.
The river isn't very deep, perhaps no deeper than the paddle
blade, at its deepest points, thus
making it safe for children.
In some areas, you can see
rocks on the river bed - not that
the water is all thai clear, but it is i
so shallow .
IF YOU'RE lazy, you can lay
the paddle over the kayak and
drift with the current. If you drift
sideways, all you have to do is
take a deep, strong turn to get

straightened up - on the right side
to get the kayak to turn counterclockwise. on the left side to get
the craft to go clockwise.
While cruising down the river,
you can hear a variety of birds
chirping, see wildflowers in
bloom, see waterfowl paddling in
the river, a log cabin along the
bank.
There's even an island in the
river, and if you wish, you can
take a picnic lunch and stop there
to eat. Or if you prefer, you can
have your picnic lunch at the
pickup point at the end of the
ride.
IF THE WEATHER is warm,
you can lean back and put your

. WASHINGTON UPI - The
la'est estimate from the North
American Air Defense Command
gives the doomed Skylab space
station an extra week in orbit with
the most likely date for its fall to
Earth now July 9. the space
agency reported today.
A week ago. NORAD's space
tracking specialists estimated
that July 2 was the most likely
time when the 78.5-ton orbiting
laboratory would fall back to
Earth, scattering debris along a
4,000-mile-long sw.ith.

Goosicide spurs investigation
honking caused him to miss a
putt, they might suspend or expel
hitn.
As it turns out. disposition of
the case is not all that simple.
Investigators from a U.S. attorney's office are now checking it
out.
Apparently, there is a federal
law agtinst putting geese out of
season.
ONE THING the investigators
may wish to determine is how
many strokes it took to dispatch
the goose. On most courses, par
for doing in I goose is two
strokes. If the doc did it in one, it
was a birdie.
Although the legal outcome
remains in doubt, many golfers in
their own minds already have
convicted him of poor club selection.
"Everyone knows you don't
use a putter on a goose," one of
my golfing friends told me. "The
proper club would have been a
Nc. 2 or No. 3 wood, depending
on the distance.
"AS A RULE of thumb, you use
your woods on fairway fauna and
your irons on wildlife in the

with the last rental being made at
4 p.m.
Weekends arc busy, naturally,
but Wednesdays and Fridays are
his busiest weekdays.
The cost of a short trip is $6 per
craft on weekends and holidays.
The 12-mile trip costs $9 on
weekdays and $12 on weekends
and holidays.
THE 20-MILE TRIP costs SIS
at all times; 40-miles, a two-dav
trip. $20 and the 60-mile, threeday trip. $30.
Rogers also welcomes groups,
but advises them to reserve the
craft at least one week in advance
for better service.

Skylab fall to earth delayed

The Lighter side

By DICK WEST
WASHINGTON UP! Regardless of what happens r.owadays.
somebody tries to make a federal
case out of it.
Therefore, it was not surprising
to learn that federal investigators
have started looking into the case
of a golfer who killed a goose with
his putter.
As has been widely reported,
the goosicide took place last
month on the 17th green of a
suburban golf course.
AT FIRST, it appeared the
master would be handled by the
golf club's board of directors.
Depending on which story it
believed, the board had two
options.
If it believed the golfer, a local
physician, accidentally hit the
goose with his approach shot and
used the putter to put it out of its
misery, the board might simply
let the matter slide.
Although mercy killings are
illegal, most directors of country
clubs probably would condole
goosanasia.
BUT IF THE directors were
convinced the doctor went after
the goose in ; rage after its

legs on top of the kayak to get a
sun tan.
Once you gc! to the pickup
point. Rogers will put your kayak
on a rack behind his multi-seated
van and take you back to the
livery to your car.
Rogers offers five routes • 5.
12. 20. 40 and 60 miles. The
shortest is about an hour and a
half; the longest one. up to three
days.
"FOR THAT I recommend you
pack a sleeping bag, food, dry
clothes and some sun tan lotion
and I'll point out campgrounds
along the way." he said. Rogers'
livery operates daily between
Memorial Day and Labor Day.

rough.
"When you arc killing snakes,
for example, you probably would
use a sand wedge. It has a sharply
angled blade that penetrates the
undergrowth and provides the loft
you want.
"In the fairway, however, most
players would go with a wood.
The reason is that in the fairway
you can take a full backswing.
plus the club head gives you a
larger hitting surface."
I SAID, "As I understand it,
the golfer who killed the goose
was on the green. Most likely, he
already had his putter in hand. In
those circumstances, wouldn't
the average golfer have putted
the goose?"
"Maybe so. provided they had
time to read the green and see
which way the goose was going to
break. Otherwise, they would
want a club with a longer shaft."
"How about using your
driver?" I asked.
" D o n ' t be r i d i c a l s u s , " my
friend replied. "You couldn't tee
up a ;joosc. And even if you
could, it would cost you a penalty
stroke."

The new prediction said there
was a 95 percent chance Skylab
will re-enter the atmosphere between June 27 and July 21. with a
50 percent chance it will occur
Julv 9.
THE NATIONAL Aeronautics
and Space Administration said a
decrease in solar radiation activity was responsible for the Skylab's life extension. Outbursts of
radiat-on from the sun heat up the
outer atmosphere, causing it to
expand and .hus increase the

atmospheric drag that is gradually slowing the space station.
The 118-foot assembly is now in
an orbit about 177 miles above
Earth, dropping at a rate of about
2.475 feet a day.
When the 6-year-old orbiting
laboratory re-enters the atmosphere. it will disintegrate and
NASA estimates about 500 pieces
will survive the heat of re-entry
and hit Earth. NASA said the
danger of Skylab debris causing
an injury is less than the danger
posed by meteorites.

Alternative to military
draft proposed
WASHINGTON UPI - Rep.
i'aul McCloskey. R-Calif.. yesterday proposed a national youth
scrvice program as an alternative
to resumption of the military
draft. He also called for the
registration of women.
The House Armed Services
Committee earlier this month approved a bill providing for registration of 18-year-old men as a
first step toward possible resumption of the draft. McCloskey
said that bill should be amended
to set up the non-militarv national
service program
As now written, the registration bill would take effect Jan. I,
1981. after the 1980 elections.
"Congress is dodging the draft
issue just like we used to criticiic
young people for dodging the
draft," McCloskey said.

program as an alternative lo the
draft.
McCloskey and 14 otner House
members have sponsored J sep
arate bill providing for ihe youth
service program. That measure
•vouId give each 18-vear-old four
options:
-Volunteer for two years ol
military service, with a guarantee
of four years of educational and
training benefits.
•VOLUNTEER FOR six monihs
of military service, followed by
five and one-half yeers of reserve
obligation.
-Volunteer for c r * year's ci
vilian service in a cwnnunity or
environmental capacity, including
forestry conservation or woii with
the retarded, aged, or hauui
capped.
-Be placed in a lottery pool
subject to being inducted foi
either the regular armed forces o«
the ready reserves for t®« yean
between the ages of 18-2< uiouid
there be sufficient volunteers

HIS AMENDMENTS would advance the effective date of the bill
to Jan. I, 1980, require the
registration of women as well as
men, and direct that the study of
Selective Service reform autho- APPROXIMATELY 4.3 mi!"
rized by the bill be expanded to individuals reach age 18 each,
consider a national youth service year.
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The draft?
Evade it
WASHINGTON VPI A proposal to move upjhe timetable for a
draft registration system to the Stat of next year and to include
women in any signup was unveiled in Congress yesterday.
- The Journal Herald
Thursday,-May 31. 1979
A stance in opposition lo Ihc draft, or anything closely
resembling it, has traditionally been one taken up by college
newspapers. "It's against democracy!" they shout, banners in the
breeze and liberal viewpoints obvious.
We are against a r e i n statement of the draft because a
proportionally larger number of minorities were sent to Vietnam
during this country's most recent military fiasco and because we
think that if this country might go to war in the future it would be
not to save ourselves from the blood-red tide of communism but
instead to make the Arabs hand over some cheap gas.
It's time to get honest, however.
Wc are actually afraid of dying for a cause as mindless, as
worthless as any Congress can pick from the ' rhetoric pile and
describe as a threat.
We've grow n up with an awful lot of propaganda-images of John
Wayne or some other fictional character single-handedly destroying
an enemy batallion pop into mind--and a large part of that
propaganda tells us that it is okav to die when you're a bov on the
front lines with a Mother and apple pie waiting someplace.
In other words, wc are taught to feel more than a little guilty if we
aren't willing to give our lives for the place of our birth.
Rather than fall into an argument that would only result in old
folks wondering how this country ever got into the "terrible,
thoughtless" shape it's in and split people over the issue in such a
way that the population of Canada swells, suffice it to say that any
step towards the re-birth of the draft, let alone registration for it.
especially in light of the fact that women will be given the honor of
participating with the men, is dumb.
Apparently youth are a .heap commodity in the United States-we
have fine humanitarian ideals and it's really nice knowing that
Carter brought peace to (bought off the) warring Arabs and
Uracils, but at home it's all right to continue the war effort.
To be even more honest: Once we get past the age at which we
have anything to worry about, the draft probably won't sound all
that bad-teach the whippersnappcrs to fight and kill, we say.
Make men/women out of them.

Saga gets contract
ARA has been replaced by Saga.
We spent a lot of time complaining about ARA while the company
served the campus, and now a new replacement (although Saga was
the food service company at Wright State before ARA came
along- great imagination on the part of the Food Service
Committee) has been chosen.
We wish Sfga luck and hope that the food and the service they
provide is of such a quality that they'll be aiound for a long, long
time.

GUARDIAN STAFF
editor... gay Ion vickers
managing editor... chuck s'evens
associate editor... mike hosier
news editor... boh mvers
wire editor. . .dave mix
sports editor.. .jane carroll
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typesetters.. .c. Jackson hamilton. teresa westerheide, rose ferguson
graphic artists... sandie woodard. john kieperis. pat kimen, hugh
henry
photographer.. ken budzek
reporters ,.r.t. metcalf. mbert cancdv, alan scheidt. lora lewis,
cheryl willis. adrienne mcevoy. kevin thornton. granger butler,
carol howelL dori violin, dan depasquale
secretaries...linda evans. robin acklin
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Stepping on the toes of the press
B> BOB MYERS
Guardian News Kdltor
Recently, a judge in Wisconsin did what no
other judge in the history of the United States
has done: he issued a preliminary injunction
forbidding a publication from printing and
distributing an article before an installment was
printed. The magazine, The Progressive, naturally took this to be an infringement of the right
to a free press and immediately appealed the
case to a higher court. The case will be heard by
the Supreme Court eventually.
Why all the furor? And why did a federal
judge violate the highest authority in the land,
the Constitution? Bccaus- The Progressive was
going to print an article detailing how to
construct a thermonuclear device, more commonly called an "H-bomb." The government of
the United States, and the federal judge. Robert
W. Warren, decided that this constituted a
threat to the security of the United States, and
classified the article 35 ' Top Secret."
SO THE ARGUMENT took on a more difficult
aspect: did the government have the right to
deny publication of a possibly dangerous article,
or did the freedom of the press, guaranteed
under the Bill of Rights, take precedence over
national security?
Any issue decided by the Supreme Court
takes its place in law as a precedent to be
followed. If a precedent is set allow ing prior
restraint, as it certainly will be in the case of The
United States vs. The Progressive. Inc. et ai,
the right of Americans to receive news and
information, unbiased by any outside source,
may be in jeopardy. On the other hand, do wc
want to give the information necessary to build a
thermonuclear device to any madman with the
means to obtain the materials and skills needed?
The answer, an unqualified yes. Our freedom,
our way of life, as guaranteed under the
constitution, is more important than any
imagined threat to our security.
All the information in the article that The
Progressive planned to print falls under the
category of public domain: that is. the
information is open to any literate citizen. None,
repeat none, of the information was obtained
from classified documents. Some of the information was taken from public libraries, some from
unclassified government publications. Some of
the information was even gained on supervised
tours of nuclear production facilities. This
undermines the argument of the goverr. nent
that there is something to be hidden in the
article. How can mgtirial gathered from public
sources be classified when collected into one
place? Or should we classify our libraries as
"Top Sec.-t"?

POSSIBLY THE g o v e r n m e n t ' s argument
depends on information which could only be
recognized by someone competent in nuclear
physics? No. The Progressive's writer, Howard
Morland, could scarcely be called a scientist.
Rather, he earns his living by writing for various
publications free-lance. Any gaps in the article
were to be filled by his speculation, hardly
expert. He did not have access to any classified
documents at any time.
If the government's case doesn't rest on the
information being classified, what does it rest
on? The potential threat to our national defense
is. as ever, foremost in the government's mind.
No sane man would want to place a weapon with
the awesome destructive capabilities of a
hydrogen bomb into the hands of terrorists or
others who could desire to use it to blackmail
society. However, this ignores the fact that a
strong technological base is needed to provide
the logistical demands of construction. The
present state of nuclear technology in the United
States was developed over a period of over forty
years. Bangladesh, the Sudan, and other
nations which have a primarily agricultural base
do not have the trained resources. Neither do
the IRA, Black September, and other terrorist
organizations such as the PLO. They are far
more likely to obtain a thermonuclear device
through an accident, such as the one off Spain
when a U.S. Air Force B-S2 carrying nuclear
weapons crashed into the ocean (the weapons
were later recovered), than to build one in a
basement or a hovel in the Middle East. After
all. even if one knows what ingredients go into
Beef Wellington, and the order in which they
are mixed, one can not produce a meal without
the ingredients themselves. And remember, aii
the informatics U now available through public
sources anyway.
Prior restraint, the forbidding of publication
of ccrtain items because of a judge's decision to
whhhold information from the puMic- has been
tried in court before this case. The most
'.mportant case recentl> was the "Pentagon
Papers" case in 1971. This esse was promptly
settled in favor of the d e f e n d a n t s , The
Washington Post and The New York Times.
Prior restraint war also written into the Aton.ic
Energy Act of 1946. to tty to prevent the spreal
of nuclear technology.
AT THE TIME this was a worthwhile goai.
However, six countries have now tested atomic
bombs, and five of them have detonated
hydrogen bombs of the type described in 'he
article now being suppressed by the government.
<SM 'HOW, 1 page 5)
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Trial postponed
Nina Suru. are contesting the
English Department's "three and
out" policy in granting tenure
which they claim discriminates!
against instructors on the basis ol
sex.

Bj CAKOL A. HOWELL
Guardian Associate Writer
The class action suit filed
against Wright State and 40
defendants by seven former WSU
English instructors has been postponed until fall, according to the
office of presiding district court
judge. Joseph Kinneary.

The instructors were dismissed
in 1974. and filed a grievance with
the College of Liberal Arts in
January of 1975. bu'J none of them
was re-hired.

The stay was put on the case at
the request of the plaintiffs'
lawyer, Loraine Reid, Reid said
the stay was requested for personal health reasons.

The trial will take placr in
Columbus instead of Dayton because U.S. District Coun Judge

THE PLAINTIFFS. Nancy Terrebonne. Robert Terrebonne.
Coral Barbarini, Bette Brown.
Philip Burn. Paula Randall and

Carl Rubin claimed a conflict of
interest.

Mentally retarded given 'a chance'
To the editor:
For the mentally retarded,
sports and physical activity are
the quickest, surest road to
health, growth and self-confidence. The retarded have always
been teld. "You can't do it."
Special Olympics says: "You can
do it. All you need is a chance.'' A
chance is exactly what the faculty
and students at Wright State have

given 12 students from the Four
Oaks School in Greene County.
Throughout the week of May
7-11. the group "Something Different" from COM 141 raised
money for th* Special Olympics.
The winners of the raffle were
drawn on May Daze: Larry Freeman -- $50 cash. John Davis -case Heineken beer. Mike O'Niel
- case Heineken beer. Tom

Noonan — $25 gift certificate.
Nancy Brooks — bottle of Lambrusco Wine. Mary Robinson parachute jump. Mike Stelzev
and Annolise Van Dine were also
winners.
A chance was all that the kids
at Four Oaks wanted, and thanks
to the people at Wright State,
they've got it.
Jon Weaver

Buy gas during the day at midweek
COLUMBUS UP1 - The Ohio
Automobile Club's weekly gasoline supply report:
Gasoline generally will be
available through next week at
service stations along major Ohio

highways.
The automobile club cautions
that motorists should continue to
purchase gas during daylight
hours and preferably at midweek.

"UNTIL JUNE allocations are
in. some stations will close earlier
than usual." said C.R. Merrill,
director of emergency road service. "Deliveries arc expected to
be complete this weekend."
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To print or not to print

LSAT REVIEW
How to build your very own H-bomb
i Taking the Law School Admission Test?

when they develop the industry
needed, and terrorist groups have
[continued from page 5)
no potential for H-bomb developAs more countries develop ment. why endanger our freedom
the potential for nuclear tech- to prevent The Progressive from
nology. more will develop weap- printing information available in
ons using atomic principles, re- the public library? Censorship
gardless of the action taker, by the should be abhorred for what it is:
United States to prevent pro- a denial of your and my rights. If
liferation.
the government is successful in
this instance of censorship,
If countries which have the re- what's to prevent it from insources have the H-bomb, and creasing its grasp on our lives?
countries which don't will have Far better to release common
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knowledge than to surrender ouijf
constitutional rights.
i;
What can you do to protect theS
First Amendment? Send a letter^
to your Congressman and voice
your opinion. Or send money to
The Progressive. Inc. to help fundtt
its legal defense of your rights. ItsJ
address is 408 West Gorhamj|
Street.
Madison,
Wisconsin*
53703.
.
*
PREVENT THE Supreme Court g
from making a sham of the C o n - 1
stitution.
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UJefiavepositions available
for fSard working,fun loving
communicative people

contact
PHIL, Dflflfi or RUSS

Be prepared!
Take the LSAT Review Course. Call,
or write now:
Buckeye Review Center
7474 Elru Dr.
Dayton, OH 4541 5
(513)836-7157

Classes

I
I

fill

up

fast!!!

EXECUTIVE
JOB OPENINGS
The Daily Guardian
will be hiring
a new editor ial staff
for the79-80school year.
Applicants must have
experience or training
in writing, editing,
and layout.
Must be able to
work with people.
are needed now
Apply in 046 University Center
The Daily Guardian
is an equal
opportunity employer
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NEWS SHORTS
TODAY
Summer Registration
Interested in some college
credits this summer? Registration for summer quarter classes at Wright State University
is May 22 through June 7 in
Allyn Hall from 8:30 a.m. to 9
p.in. Monday through Thursday. and 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Friday. Final registration is
Monday, June 22. in Millett
Hall. There are two summer
sessions. Session A begins
June 13 and ends July 18;
Session B begins July 19 and
ends August 22. For more
information, contact the Office
of Admission at Wright State
at 873-2211.
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WEEKEND
Xenla Living Arts Council
The Kav Hohn-an Third
Annual Art in the Park will be
held at Shawnee Park on Sat.
June 2, 1970; from 12:30 p.m.
to 5:00 p.m. (Set up begins at
12:00). Arts and Crafts artisans arc invited to show and
sell their work.
Please bring your own display equipment. Space will not
be assigned, you may set up
wherever you choose, on a first
come first serve basis.
Please leave 25 feet in front
of the stage for audience
seating for the Junior Theater
Productions.
The Junior Theater will
prescm three thirty minute
p;ogarns during the afternoon,
beginning with theater a! 1:00
p.m.
We arc planning to have art
teachers conduct sketching instruction so people m«y bring
pencils and pads, chalk or
charcoal and sit-in on informal
sketching workshops. We
hope to have one for children
and one for adults.
Plan this art day as a picnic
and cultural experience for
your family and friends. Sponsored by .ne Xenia Area Living
Arts Council. Not responsible
for damage, loss or injury.

vvwwwvwwwwwws.

COMING UP

Swim-Along
Every is invited to join in this
swimming marathon to raise
money to help send local kids
with diabetes to camp. Sign up
and swim along with us at:
Kettering Recreation Center
June 2nd, 4-7 p.m. Or at
Wright State University June
3rd, 11-5 p.m. Prizes and
awards will be given.
Count B u t e la Coming
The Kettering Arts Council
and t!ie University Center

Board (UCB) arc proud to
sponsor Count Basie and his
Orchestra, on June
13.
Wednesday, at 8:00 p.m.
The concert will be held in
the Wright State University
Physical Education Building.
Tickets are available for $8 and
S10 at the Hollow Tree Box
Office. 873-2900.
W'PAFB Classes
Wrigh! State University's College of Continuing and Community Education will be conducting the Individual Development and Education Advancement (IDEA) refresher courses this summer at WrtghtPatterson Air Force Base.
Reading. Study Skills. Communication Skills.. Intermediate Math, and Advanced
Math arc schedule! on Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays. 8 a.m. to noon, starting
June 11 and Ending August
17. Supervisor permission is
necessary and there is no cost
to the student.
The courses, sponsored by the
Air Force, will make it possible
for military personnel to improve their abilities for college
and new job assignments, to
develop job related skills, and
to explore new directions.
Further information is available at the Base Education
Office. Area C. Building 2.
room 18, phone 257-6586, or
Wright State University al
873-2460.
I.raduati- Fellowships
Inquiries about the Dan tort h
Graduate Fellowships, to be
awarded by the Danforth
Foundation of St. Louis. Missouri in April 1980. are invited. according to the local
campus representative. Jacob
H. Dorn. Director, University
Honors Program.
The Fellowships are open to
all qualified persons who have
serious interest in careers of
teaching in colleges and universities. and who plan to
study common to the undergraduate l'Oeral arts curriculum.
Approximately
55-60
Fellowships will be awarded to
college seniors who arc nominated by Baccalaureate Liason
Officers.
Another
35-40
awards will be made to Ph.D.
graduate students, nominated
by Postbaccaiaureate Liason
Officers.
Applicants for the baccalaureate awards must be college seniors or recent graduates and may not have begun
graduate level programs of
study. The deadline to seek
information about the campus
nomination process is October
5. 1979.
The Foundation is currently
making a special effort to
•'ring qualified persons from

racial and ethnic minorities
into the profession of teaching.
• Approximately 2S percent of
' the awards are expected to go
1
to
Blacks.
MexicanAmericans. Native Americans
and Puerto Ricans.
The Danforth Graocate Fellowship is a one-year award
but is normally renewable
until completion of the advanced
degree or for a
maximum of four years of
graduate study. Fellowship
stipends are based on individual need, but they will not
exceed $2,500 for single Fellows, and for married Fellows
with no children. Fellows who
are married, or are "head of
household." with one child,
can receive up to $3,500.
There
are
dependency
allowances
for
additional
children. The Fellowship also
covers tuition and fees up to
$4,000 annually.
Summer Languages
The Modern Language Dej partmcnt will again this summer offer intensive courses in
French. German, and Spanish.
| During the 10-week summer
1
session, a student may compi lete a full year of a foreign
language on either the elementary or intermediate level.
All elementary sections will
i meet from 9 to 12. Monday.
Tuesday. Wednesday and
Fhursday. and all intermediate
sections will meet from 9 to 12.
Monday. Tuesday, and Thurs' day. A student may take cither
i the full sequence or any part
thereof. For further information. please contact the Modern language Department,

Recreation Volunteer* Needed
The Division of Recreation is
; promoting adult voiunteerism
i in its community centers, and
i thev arc looking for people
| with various recreation skills
1
and interests who would be
i willing to share those skills for
! a few hours per week. Trun| ing. where necc-ssary, and
' staff assistance will be proi vided. Contact John Mahan at
[ 225-5189 for more information.

Summer Greek
The Department of Classics
will o*fer Elementary Greek
(Greek 101-102-103) this summer. The ten week summer
session will be equivalent to
the first full year of Greek, and
students completing 103 mav
begin Intermediate Greek in
thi Fall. Please lote that
Greek 101 will not be offered
in the Fall quarter. The summer class will meet from 9:30
tc 12:00 Monday through
Thursday. For further information consult the Department of Classics, ext. 3062.

Cerebral Palsy Games
Wright State University will
host the Third Annual Cerebral Palsy Games on July 13th
and 14th.
Competition in swimming,
track, field, weight-lifting, and
bowling events will be scheduled for participants 15 years
or older who have cerebral
palsy or are multihandicapped.
Volunteers are needed to assist participants on the day of
the games, which include responsibilities such as timing
events, recording scores, phsically assisting participants,
helping set up equipment and
many others.
Training and demonstration
workshops will be held prior to
the games to orient volunteers
with the events and their
responsibilities.
If your club or individual
members would be interested
in volunteering their services
for this project, please contact
me at your earliest convenience.
Holly Welt he;. Volunteer Chairman Extension 2140 or
890-8812.
Ombudman's Office
The Ombudsman's Office
provides many different services to the students, faculty
and administration. As an
information source, the office
offers a trained staff who will
try to assist you with any
questions you may have about
university services or procedures.
The office also offers many
different information sources.
For example, we have handbooks on:
-Tenants Anyone?
-Handbook for Victims of Sexual Assault
-Small Claims is a People's
Court
-Keeping Record',: What to
Discard
FREE Notary Service.
and many others lor your
reference.
For further information, contact the Ombudsman's Office.
192 Allyn Hall.

Library Hours
July 1, 1979-June 30, 1980
the University Library is open:
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8 am-; I pm
8 am-6 pm
9 am - 5 pm
l p m - 9 pre

The library will be open on its
regular schedule hocrs Except
as fotloKs:
July 4 Wednesday (Independence Da:.) - CLOSED.
July 21, Saturday - CLOSES.
July 28. Saturday - CLOSED.
August 23-24. fhuisdav and
Friday • 8 am-5 pm.
August 25-26, Saturday and
Sunday - CLOSED
August 27-31, Monday • Friday - 8 am-5 pm.
September S-3, Saturday Mondav {Labor . v) .
CLOSED.
September 4-7. Tuesday Friday - 8 am • S pm.

September 8-9, Saturday and
Sunday - CLOSED.
September 10-12. Monday •
Wednesday - 8 am - 5 pm.
Used Teitbooks Bought
To all faculty:
On June 6-H, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday a representative from Missouri
Book Services will be on
campus to purchase your unwanted textbooks. He has
been invited by the bookstore
because of the fine reputation
the company has earned in offering competitive prices in
the field.
If you are interested in
"Spring Cleaning" your office
and do have books you would
like to sell, please bring your
books to the bookstore on
Wednesday. Thursday, or Friday. June 6-8 from 8:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. If you have any
questions please call the bookstore.
Parking Decals
Buying a parking decal?
Remember the cut line between fuil-time and part-time
student status is 10.5 credit
hours.
General Assembly Interns
it you are a recent college
graduate or senior, the Ohio
General Assembly Legislative
Service Commission is currently recruiting applicants for
twenty intern positions. The
salary is approximately
$10,300 and applicants will be
employed December 1. 1979
through December 31. 1980.
The most comnrn fieldr of
specialization of those currently selected include: journalism. history, sociology, social
work, education, public administration and English.
Another important notice
about working for the Ohio
General Assembly Legislation
Commission is that interns will
be assigned to one of the two
major political parties in either
the House of Representatives
or the Ohio Senate.
If interested in working as
«n intern for the Ohio General
Assembly, then contact cither
Laura Fogartv or Mac Landy at
126 Student Services. Career
Planning and Placement, or
call 873-2556 for application
and additional information.
Summer Job Opportunity Best
For Office Worker*
The demand for summer
workers is the largest in a
number of years according to
Manpower inc.. the world's
largest temporary help service. i ne company is presently
seeking 35,000 people ta fill
assignments in business, industry
and
government
throughout the United States.
Mitchell Fromsteifi, president of Manpower, stressed
that many students and teachers fail to consider abilities
they might have developed in
their schooling. ' Accounting
students." he pointed out.
"have the ability to be good
bookkeepers and many of
them have experience at working with data processing systems. Journalism students are
always fast typists. An English
major can usually type well
and can learn to operate a
dictation transcriber in an
hour or two."
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Center receives $75,000 in CETA funding
Bv DANIEL L. DEPASQUALE
Guardian Awaorlate Writer
Wright State Women's Development Center was granted
$75,000 in Comprehensive Education and Training Act (CETA)
funds. The funds will be used for
an intake assessment and job
finding program for Montgomery
and Preble Counties.
The grant, received through
the Montgomery-Prebie Employment Consortium and shared in
cooperation with Goodwill Industries, Inc., is designed ;o train
unemployed county residents for
useful employment.
ACCORDING TO Pam Herr-

Icin, counseling coordinator for
the WSU Career Development
Center, "The counselor^ will give
two interviews. The first will be to
gaC'ier information on past work
experiences, background, general
history, and future goals. We run
aptitude tests, and provide the individual with actual work samples. so he can get a feel for the
type of w ork that would have to be
done in his field of interest.

requirements. We help him with
job training, interviewing, resumes. in order to help him get a
better understanding on how to
handle the job searching environment, If we find that the individual is job-ready when he comes to
us, we try to encourage and direct
him. The counselors continue to
follow up on the person's progress every few months."

"The second interview," she
continued, "will set up an 'employability plan.' We check the
person's pluses and minuses with
respect to his job choice; then we
explain the steps to employment,
such as training or educational

The operation opened for business on May 15 with two full-tinv
counselors to screen applicants.
Any resident in the two-county
area is eligible if he or she passes
C.E.T.A. unemployment guidelines. 500 people will participate
in the program.

tion. and has since been transferred to St. Elizabeth's Mecical
Center.
EXAMINATION OF the campsite where Wilson had been
staying showed no evidence of
shelter or food, said Mencker.
Reportedly, Wilson had been u
student at WSU from 1972
through the Fall quarter of 1973,
She is currently employed at
Wright Patterson as a secretary.
Gates, who died Tuesday in a
parking lot on the Base, was also
an employee, in the avionics
laboratory.
AS OFTHURSDAY evening ar

raignment had not been scheduled for the charge of aggravated
murder.
Senior Resident Agent Alfred
J. Heffernan of the Dayton FBI
office praised the work of WSU
police in the apprehension of
Wiison. "They did a heck of a job,
it was a fine piece of work," he
said. " W e are very happy (with
the performance of campus security)."
Heffernan also pointed out that
if WSU police had not made the
connection between the car and
the description, "she could still
be out there."

Suspect was suffering
from exposure
{continued from page 11
found the gun in a yellow Tupperware pitcher.
Other evidence was collected
and is being retained by the FBI.
Described by Patrolman Sharon
lsfalt. Wilson was "disoriented
and in bad physical shape" when
she emerged from the woods.
After police provided her with dry
clothes and blankets. Wilson was
examined by campus Health Center physician Margaret Cudkowicz. Cudkowicz advised that she
be taken to a hospital.
SAID CUDKOW1CZ, "The FBI
wanted me to examine her to
determine whether she could
withstand questioning. She was
very shocked and suffering from
exposure, but it was my opinion
that she could withstand mild,
brief questioning.
"I examined her," Cudkowicz
added, "and said that she should
be removed to a medical facility."
After (juesti.ming. Wilsor. was
transported to the Wright Patterson Medical Center for observs-

LEGAL NOTICE

Rudy's Body Shop
808 South Central Ave.
Fairborn. Ohio
Phone 879-0991

Herrlein said she was very
excited about the program, but
voiced concern over criticism
against the C.E.T.A. program.
"C.E.T.A. has had a questionable effect." she said. "There

Management Opportunity
Unparalleled opportunity exists for college students soon to
graduate to acquire experience and training in management. If you
are in good health and seexing a challenging career, mail your
resume to:
LCDR Doug Harrington
200 N. High. Suite 609
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Ad paid for by U.S. Navy.
RESTAURANT

EL, Almighty Creator, does with flourished language, that His
enemies may remain in the confusion to which they have brought
themselves; does declare WAR upon His enemies.
THAT they may tremble in fear, they are sealed to destruction.
THE Hosts of EL shall sing triumphant. He calls His Armies to
assemble. His Bat'.Ie Groups shall grind His enemies. His Wings
shall encircle them His Legions shall rest in victory. His Regiments
will dance to His glory. His Squads shall stand forth in honor. His
Teams will reflect His Love. His meek shall inheret His promise.
TAKE heed. O! thou enemy of EL\ I am that I am. and My
enemies less than nothing. EL has retaken the world. He Is Lord.
Know, 0 ! man. that the earth is His. Who shall stand before Him in
anger? He shall protect those that love Him; His enemies shall
vtnish as dust before a strong gale.
HIS Host shall use the swords of His enemies for plowshares;
their mighty weapons shall not avail; His lovers shall abide in peace
forever.
EL accepts nothing less than unconditional surrender; ther. shall
He speak terms.

THE EMPYREANS
P.O. Box 498
Dayton, OH 45405

LEGAL NOTICE

LOUNGE

4?
HOUSE OF DRAFT
FEATURING WWSU'S "CURT R."
ON FRI A SAT
YOUR DJ FOR THE EVENING
FROM ALL AROUND SOUND

FOOSERALL — PINBALL
Gary R. Hansen
Owner

LEGAL NOTICE

have been all kinds of problems in
the past, such as misuse of funds,
abuse of the system. With all the
money that is involved, people
feel that it would be easy for
someone to write up a few phony
contracts, and take off for
Veneiuela with the money. The
city, though, has extra monitors
on the system, and tighter regulation from the federal government
will help regulate preplanning,
and anticipation of problems,
instead of simply reacting to a
crisis."

ON TAP —
OVER 21 RRANDS OF DRAFT REER

Expert Repair-Foreign and domestic cars
Work Guaranteed One Y ear

Declaration of War

LEGAL NOTICE

THE GRANT RUNS until the
end of the-fiscal year, which is
September 30, but the consortium
plans to reapply for the following
year. Although the program is
starting from scratch, it is a direct
offshoot of the joint city-county
Manpower Consortium.

FOOD

5418 Burkhardt Rd.
256-8181

FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES
TRY

ADVENTURE
THIS SUMMER

4?£
/

TRAVEL EXPENSES PAID
MEAL EXPENSES PAID
ROOM EXPENSES PAID
PLUS NEARLY $450.00 SPENDING MONEY
Army Officer Leadership Training
May or June or July

Fort Knox, Kentucky

See Captain Steve Aker

673-2763

ROTC 182 PE Blclg. or Call Captain Bob Bell 229-3326
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CLASSIFIEDS

for sale
FOR SALE by owner-4 bedroom house- 2 full baths carpet
and drapes throughout Newlv
built kitchen. 2 car garage. 2
large patios in rear (I covered)
large closets-large lot. Located
near Wright State University.
Must see to appreciate. Call
429-2882 or 878-1202. X-5-16-1
BEAT THE gas shortage-buy a
bikc-2 men's bikes in excellent
condition. (24 inch frames)
Price negotiable-place a note
in DIM) if you're interested.
5-22
FOR
bed.
large
2964

SALE: Sofa bed. twin
matching dresser and
vanity desk. Eileen 878or leave note in E263.

73 CHEVY IMPALA sedan,
ps. pb, ac. cruise control.
ve-350 automatic, new tires,
body in excellent shape. One
owner car. 75,000 miles. Call
Rick at 434-1740 or mailbox N
28b. 5-22

1978 Suzuki GS 400. Low Mileage. excellent condition. 2568174 evenings or Mailbox
K-118
MUST SELL (leaving the country) '67 Mercury Monterey,
81,000 miles, new exhaust.
Runs well. $200.00. Call 294-

3 BEDROOM brick + stone. 2
fireplaces, half acre lot, 2 car
garage, renwdelled kitchen +
bath, warranteed. $54,900.
next to campus. 879-4000.
'74 MUSTANG II 2.8 liter 4
speed, air. AM-FM stereo.
$2000 call 277-4080 or box
0219

help wanted

WANTED-JUNIOR to keypunch. must have had typing
and principle of accounting,
20-30 hours per month. $3.00
per hours. Professor Throckmorton 426-8781. 5-22
NEEDED: Math tutor for twin
boys-5th grade level for summer. once a week. Please call
878-1012 after 2:00 or mailbox
E52.

lost & found
LOST: Selling Book MKT 336.
If found leave notice in mailbox R373 or contact 433-2907.
Lost in Allyn by Registration
window 5/24/79 between 1:30
and 2:00. Reward offered.

1970 OLDS DELTA 88. ps. pb.
ac. new tires, good running
condition, uses regulat gas.
$600. 848-8173. 5-22

LOST: Selling Book for Mkt.
336. If found leave reply in
mailbox 741 or contact 8376430. Lost in Allyn Hall by
registration window on 5-2479,
time. 1:30-2:00.Reward offered. 5-31

BICYCLE FOR sale: Boy's 26inch frame Schwinn 10 speed
hike equipped with generator
head light and tail light anil
odometer. Color- Bronze. $13C
call 252-0796 after 6 pm on
weekdays. 5-22

SUMMER JOBS. Dayton area.
General office, lite factory and
labor. Long and short term
temporary jobs. Students and
teachers. NO FEES! Crown
Services. 32 N. Main Street.
223-1010. X-5-II-7

A STUDENT lost his SPSS
(graduate version) in Allyn
Hall third floor restroom some
time ago. I picked it up. Please
get in touch with me through
256-7902 or H327 Allyn Hall
Mailbox with proof!s) of ownership.

I97J HONDA 750 cc.. 17.000
miles. SHOO. 878-4172 5-22

SUMMER JOBS Register now
for best assignments-No fee
Typing, filing, key punch,
industrial. Olden Tcmporarv
Services 228-J954. X-5-) 1-6

for rent

ATTENTION COLLEGE students 18 or over in need ot
summer work. Full-time summer or permanent jobs. Age
no barrier if over 18, Call
435-7266. X-5-18-3

ROOMMATE NEEDED foi
summer quarter in 3-bedroom
house. Furnished and quiet
atmosphere. 360.00 plus onethird utilities. Call 256-3809.
5-22

OPPORTUNITY FOR ambitious individuals-use spare
hours in business of your own.
Nc investment required, dignified, interesting, good earning potential. Full or parttime. We show you how.
Phone 233-8256. X-5 11-6

FEMALE-share home, optional 3 day wk. babysitting - Rent
»IU week. ^>6-69/», atterS:30.
5-24-3

FOR SALE: Nice quiet Beli lont brick l'/istories, new
carpet, fenced backyard. I'/i
blocks to #12 bus. 2 blocks to
shopping center located at
1118 Colwick Dr. Colwick runs
between South Smithville and
Wilmington Pike one block
north of Patterson Rd. Shown
by appointment only. 256-5706.

CRAFTSMAN ROUTER; 1
H.P.: edge guide and contour
finger; 10-bits; carrying case.
$75 or best offer. 879-5855
after 7 p.m.
AMP; Traynor YGL-3 w/2-12"
speakers; master volume control; 100 watts: powerful amp.
1250 or best offer. 879-5855
after 7 p.m.
MUST SELL by June 8 - IV,
cubic ft. Sanyo refrigerator.'
Clean and in good condition.
Perfect for dorm room or small
apartment. $40.00 Leave note
in T487.

LOOKING FOR two people
interested in first time parachute jump at reduced price of
35 dollars. Call Ann at 2745990. 5-22
PART-TIME position available
doing social work for the Visiting Nurses Association. $3.50/
hr. to start + paid holidays,
vacation pay. and sick leave.
Hours worked - up to 20/wk.
and are very flexible. Excellent for students. Must have
own transportation. Call financial Services Office at 225-4543
or leave message in mail box
L205.

1 WOULD LIKE to share an
apartment (first floor) needed
desperately by end of quartet.
Call 873-2853^ room 117

NEEDED: Reading tutor for 8
yr. old girl summer. Call
256-8132. or Box 0 7

HELP WANTED: God needs
help. Minimum wage, full
benefits for full-time employees. The Empyreans. 9 Birchwood. #1A, Dayton. Ohio.
45405. Phone 278-3036. X-418-C

FOR SA'.E: 1970 Chev;; Malibu-ps.pb, 2 barrel v-8, AM
radio wi!h 8 track. $800.00.
Call 233-5214 after 6 p.m.

ROOMMATE WANTED (male)
to share 3 bedroom apartment
for summer quarter - Mapleview Apartments. $85 a month
+ '/j utilities. Call 878-8165.

TWO DISABLED students
looting for a 1 or 2 bedroom
unfurnished apartment for
summer and next year. Apartment must be located along
the busline in East Dayton, no
more than 16 miles from WSU.
One student uses a wheelchair, so the apartment must
be accessible to people in
wheelchairs. Any information
contact Ginger or Melody.
Dorm room 107 or Allyn Hall
Boxes W587 or S87 or call
879-1663.
MALE ROOMMATE for summer at Bonnie Villa. $60 per
month plus utilities. Call 4291031.

miscellaneous
FREE TICKETS for the U.S.
National Volleyball Tournament are available for the first
300 people vho help welcome
back the Dayton-based U.S.
Men's National Volleyball
team. Greet the team Sunday,
June 3 at 9 p.m. at Cox
Municipal Airport. TWA 294,
and pick up your FREE ticket!
RELAX AFTER FINALS with
the WSU Co-op Triple Option
Bike Tour. Forms at Information Center in Allyn Hall.
JF.RRY WALKER will defend
his thesis entitled "A gravity
and magnetic survey of south
central Fayette County," on
Friday June 8 at 11:00 a.m. in
208 Fawcett Hall.

BAND FOR hire-Rody's Five
is a German type Polka Band
that will provide live entertainment at festivals, picnics, or
any kind of fund-raiser or
event. Prices very reasonable.
Call Jerry at 878-2853 (room
332) for more information.
5-22
RIDE NEEDED: to Phoenix.
Arizona, or points west, on or
around June 5, 6. or 7th, will
share expenses. Call Steve
256-3S09. 5-22

personals
TALENT AUDITION: telecommunication dept. will hold
auditions for on camera talent
for upcoming university television broadcast Friday, June 1.
Please contact Chris Morgan,
873-2885 for appt.
PI KAPPS-the date of the
Rose Ball is drawing nearer.
Have you asked her yet?
DR. B. EXAMPLES do make
the best teachers, unfortunately teachers sometimes do not
make the best examples.
Please check to make sure you
know who you are and who you
think you are. Fix it. Unsigned
Theatre student.
PAUL RYAN, heard you
charge a lot for nothing. Was
that $10 for a quarter moon or
did your zipper get stuck
again? By the way, how much
did you offer the bartender to
danre with that sexy Olivia
N.J. posier. HARD UP? Try
Main St., Spfid. The Boob
Man.

LOOK, it's a bird, it's a plane,
no it's lady engineer! Hi
Monica, what was that about
ten dollars a night. That's an
offer we can't refuse. Do you
have group rates. Signed
Quat. Dr. Schaum, Seedy, +
Trace + Ohio State draftee.

PI KAPPS and Roses - good
luck in the intramural Softball
tourney. The roses and thorns
are #11
MEN OF Pi Kappa Phi - Good
luck against the Alpha Gamma
Nus this Saturday. Let's take
the tourney!
MEN OF Pi Kappa Phi - Congratulations on a fabulous
game last Friday night. Also,
thanks for a good time at
Jimbo's. Let's do it again! The
Roses.
HE PI KAPPS - Let's show all
the Greeks who the number
one frat is. Good luck in the
IFC tourney this Saturday.
We'll be there to rc#>t for you!
- t h e Roses
HEY DAN O.. Next time we go
dreck diving, how about braille
pressure gauges?
!S ANYTHING worth the terror of the dark?
TO THE LAKE Erie dreck
divers- I know divers do it
deeper, but in the dark???
This is ridiculous!
CONGRA'l ULATIONS to Gary
Richard Collins for joining the
Beta pledge class of the Delta
Phi Chapter of Beta Theta Pi.
Seek the three bright stars
your father sought, in Beta
Theta Pi.
MARIANNE. KATHY. Lynne
and Barb-Congratulations on
pledging the greatest sorority.
You'll be a great asset to
Alpha Xi Delta! Fuzzie loveyour sisters! 5-22
STOOGE:
CONGRATULATIONS on your pledging. You
picked the best. (After 2 years
you should be able to pick the
best). HD 5-22
TO LEE, the flee, and all of the
excitable boys, come out on
the quad on M-W-f from 10-11
and see Teresa and her rubber
gloves. Care to bare? 5-22
HEY BETA Theta Pi, we
noticed that your banner is
missing from Allyn Hall's
lounge. If you are interested
in getting it back makr: sure
th« Beta's arc out in force at
the Greek picnic. 5-22

MELINDA, MISSED you at
lunch Monday. I hope <o take
you to see Alien this weekend.
KAREN ANN Q.-You know
that we all love you. and we're
going to miss you. but ZTA
wishes you nothing but the
best at Penn StxJe! Be good
and never loose that ETA PI
spirit! Zeta love always. The
Sisters of ZTA. 5-22
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Saga will give
Allyn a facial lift
{continued from page l\
three days on campus talking lo
students when they first looked at
Wright State's food facilities. As
a result, they discovered thai
students want "food that is fresh
and nutritious."
FAST FOODS will be kept in
the Crock Pot. but changes will
take place: in addition to the fast
food that people have come to espect. will be a deli bai.
The CrocA Pot will feature . .
place with six sandwiches as well

Editors
announced
(continued from page I )
this would happen. I am really
looking forward to next year when
I'll be working with Eduardo and
sharing" editorial responsibilities
with him.
In addition to serving as Assistant Nexus Editor for the past
year, Lewis has also been a
Guardian reporter since October
of 1977 and is President of Phi
Alpha Theta. the History Honors
fraternity.
BEFORE BECOMING Editor
this year. Garcia spent time as the
Assistant Editor and the Production Manager of Nexus. Like
Lewis. Garcia was a reporter for
the Guardian, and his works have
appeared in Nexus and Chimaera.
the University Honors magazine
Gaylon Vickers will be returning as Editor-in-Chief of The
Daily Guardian next year.
"All the changes I would like to
make in the Guardian next year
are i n t e r n a l . " said Vickers.
"They would not decrease the
Guardian's service to the campus
community. 8 will keep the daily
eight-page format and look forward to serving the community
this coming year."
VICKERS HAS, worked on the
Guardian on and off since winter
quarter of 1974. Since th/,t time
he has held a variety of positions
on the newspaper, in addition to
working on the Dayton Daily
[Jews for a period of time as a
part-time reporter.

as the added feature of "buildyour-own" sandwiches.
Also, if Saga gets the food service contract, the company would
make sure that there were two io
three ncople bussing tables all
day long to help make seats
available. To serve the needs of
the handicapped, the company
would feature a lowered service
area with a lowered cash register
as well as a mirror system over
salad bars,
« » l .
IAt.l.YN
W i • I' >
11
THE
MAI.I.
eating fod | j t i e s woul<j
receive a "facial
lift" in addition to being renamed
the Quick Stop. Saga would add
stand-up tables, and for the sake
of fast service, sell mainly beverages and bvand items.
If Saga gets the food service
contract, the comoanv also plans
to use a "Tunnel Trolley." a
stylized cart, used in the tunnels
during the winter and outside
during warmer months, which
would not be "as impersonal as
vending machines." said the representa^ives

Final exam schedule

W O T y , w W n i i O i y , r.Vfca.i
• "**1

Classes meetng once a wee*

CMAwEnmWW
8:10
»-10 *m, Frittay. Jan* 8
8-10 am. VMawMay. June &
9:10
MJ^O •m-TWfriw.J'lond**, Ame *
10:«fl
tO-30 am-1230p«r.. Tuewltv, June 5
11:10
3:15-5:15 pm.Montey. June 4
12:10
1-3 om. Wednesday. June 6
1:10
1-3 pm. Friday, JuneS"'
2:10
3:15-5:15 vim. Wednesday, June 6
3:10

Pass Time
Starting between 4-7 pm

Tuesday, Thursday
Cass Vme'Exam Period
8.15
8-10am.Thursday. Jun»* . .
• 9:45
8-10 am, Tuesday, JuneS
11:15
1-3 pm, Monday. June 412:45
1-3 pm, Thursday, June 7
2:15
1-3 pm. Tuesday. June 5
3:46
3:15-5:15 om, Thursday. June 7

Starting at or after 7 pm

Exam Penod
5:30-7:30 pm on rwgiiaf
maetmg day
7:45-9:45 pm on regular
meeting day

Classes meeting twice a week
Pass Time
Exam Period
Starting between 4-5:14 pm first class day of the week
June 4-7,5:30-7:30 pm
second class day ol the
Starting between 5:15week, JOtte 4-7.
6 59 pm
5:30-7 30 pm
Starting between 7-8:14 pm Iml class day ol the weak
June 4-7, 7:45-9:45 pm
Starting between 8:159.30 pm

second class day ol the
week. June 4-7,
7:45-9:45 pm

Saturday classes
\ S T ! 2 £ £ £ s to, riasses meeting between 4-10 pm F « . l e x a m i n e s will be hold on Saturday. June 1.
rom
8,11
r wiR be held dunng the peno4 June 4-7,197S.
fc*™ will be he*I at me spaced ^
based on the
^
El.mln<((on,
[ hrslusu^ class meetmgol the week, in cases where
m *1 am-12 30 pm
) classes have multiple times, the (.ret meeting is regarona
, t „ | , u b Common Ecam*n«tton»
J as the class time.
Thursday. June 7,10:30 am-12:30 prp
j
Schedule conflicts are to be resolved by the
Mathematics Common Examl—"
£ departmenl whose name is nearest the beginning of the Tuesday. June 5,3:15-5:15 pm
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DAYTON

OHIO

220 99

"BOOKIE PARLOR
2027 WAYNE AVE.
Dayton,Ohio 256-6806
Across from the Forest

New & back issues
9 P M
CLOSeP

- 2 A M
MONDAYS

COMICS

Supplies & related items

Reserve service

POSTERS

Posters by the best Comic & sci-fic artists
Including over 85 Different Frazetta

IQOO's OF USED PAPERBACKS
BACKGAMMON CLUB
& lounge
Enjoy lunch with us daily
Live Entertainment
Tues - Sat 9pm - 2am
Backgammon, Chess, or Checkers
available all the time
Mon - Sat 10am - 2:20am
open Sun 1pm to midnight or iater
3S79 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Call 429-9731 for more Info.

Mon. thru Fri. Ua.m.-8p.m
Sat. 11 a.n>.-6p.m.

DAYlWa MOST coMPLmi
COMIC BOOK STORE

i

SUMMER IN AUSTRIA
TRAVEL-STUDY PROGRAM

Spend 6 weeks in Glorious, Magnificent Strobl, Austria,
while learning German language and Liberal Arts; International
Relations and Social Studies ... earn 12 semester hours (18
Qtr.) college credi-s from July 8 to August 18, $1,850 price
includes round-trip air travel from N.Y. to Strobl, conducted
tours through areas of interest near Strobl; tickets to performances of Salzburg Festival; Course Tuition, Room Board and
Registration. For complete information call Dr. Vega,nights and
weekends, 761-3575, or Xavier College of Continuing Ed,
745-3356, or Mail the following to XU College of Continuing
Ed. Cin., Ohio 45207.
STROBL SCHEDULE
NAME
ADDRESS
ALL RACES & CREEDS WELCOME!!

Without your help,
we can't afford to win.
Make tax deductible check payable to U.S. Olympic.
P0 Bo* 1980 P. Cathe-lial Station. Boston, MA 02118
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The Pill Book proves popular
By 10 RA LEWIS
Guardian Associate Writer
While trying to establish a
steady stream of books for a
regular review column, the Guardian has received some unusual
volumes.

The Accounting Club (thl* year's and neil year's officers are pictured abo\e) are offering a scholarship lo accounting majors which
will be based on need and academic excellence. The deadll.ie Is Jal»
16 and for more Information you should go to the Accounting office
on the fourth floor of Allyn Hail.
Guardian photo by Ken Burirek

Starts tonight!
GEORGE HAMILTON

HOI
mm

SOPHI
lORINi
IA MIS
OBI RN

These books have ranged from
the truly rank romancc-science
fiction variety to some really good
non-fiction. The most surprising
success, thosgh. was a little encyclopaedia entitled The Pill
Book: The Illustrated Guide lo the
Most Prescribed Drugs in the
U.S. (Bantam Books).
SINCE ITS ARRIVAL, it has
passed from friend to friend, each
eager to look up any and all
medications they have ever come
across. It seems that people can't
resist looking up the description
of the pill they took last June for
an ear infection, or the capsule
they found after their last party.
Written by Harold Silverman.
Pharm. D. and Gilbert Simon, D.
Sc.. The Pill Book lists the top 200
. prescribed drugs alphabi lically
by the generic and then the brand

names. The names are followed
by a description of the type of
drug it is, what it is prescribed
for. and the usual adult and
children's dosage.
The Pill Book goes on to
describe when the drug should
not be used and possible side
effects which may develop. The
book also lists possible adverse
effects which should merit a
doctor's help. On addicting
drugs, the book describes symptoms of addiction and the usual
methods of withdrawal.
THE VOLUME was written as a
supplement to a doctor's advice.
The foreward explains that many
times a p-jtient will simply collect
the prescription and not question
tne doctor for directions on how to
use '.he medicine or what to
expect from it.
This is what makes the book so
useful. Many times the doctor is
unavailable when it's the middle
of the night and you're wondering
if your new medication might
cause a nosebleed or worse.
This would definitely be handy

UP TO

John Traioltu
Olivia
N r u fori - J o h n

PER MONTH FOR
PLASMA DONATIONS

for college students who are miles
away from their homes and family
doctors. These students usually
have to rely on whatever advice
the hurried infirmary or emergency room doctor throws at them
as they are rushed through. The
book would also help families
with children decide whether a
new symptom is really worth
another call to the pediatrician.
THE PILL BOOK is 400 pages
of solid information. Inside, the
authors included a color inset
dividing the pills listed into color
groups. The pills are pictured at
their full size, making it easy to
match up real drugs with their
illustrations. Even the cover is
designed with embossed pill reproductions.
The book is readable, fully indexed and unusually clear for a
technical book. The only thing
which hampers it at all is the lack
of street slang names for the
various drugs. A special index of
these would have made The Pill
Book perfect.

Mike Douglas
says: "Give
a gift from
your heart."

,*1.1. B H O O K S

FOR SPECIAL
ANTIBODIES

ami id 00

Ht N t D I C I
I O M N I GREENE

\rrnM.

$5.00Bonus for first time donors with this ad
p plasma alliance 2 2 4 - 1 9 7 3
Blood Alliance, Inc
165 Helena St. Dayton, Oh. 45404

Call Red Cross now
for a blood donor
appointment.

MOM-SAT

110 W. bTM ST- VWTON.

22Z-I479
'DAYTONS LARGEST SELECTION IN
Comics 'PAPERBACKS • HARDBACKS
"PuLPS-WAGAZINES • NoUiE MATERIAL
NE0J&USED • O L D & R A R E

"Buz- SELL-TRADE

OUJOuyiNGUSED 'RECORDS
HIGHEST "BUYING
CES IrtTOO^N.'

CASH

For n.xxt used record album*
SPt'D C ITY RECORDS
«0"f» B jndf PI
Huber Height
ll-ftM-F. ll-*S«. 213 9011
FAIRBORN
News Readers
Book Store
Over I0,n00
Paper Back Titles
large Selection of Magazines
Maps and Travel Guides
Out of Town Newspapers
Tobacco & Candy
We Accept
Visa 4 Master Charge
Open Men - Sat. 9 AM - ? PM
Sundays i AM - 6 PM
H E . Main
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Seniors made mark in WSU record books
BtJANE CARROLL
Guardian Sport* Ir dllor
College athletes cul out newspaper articles and slick them in a
scrapbook. Twenty years later
they take out the books and look
at the yellowing pages. They get
together with their old teammates
and reminisce about the past: that
home run. that slam-dunk that
match point.
The tenacity of a college career
is short and invaluable. For the
majority, the career goes from
high school to college. For a lucky
and gifted few the career could
extend to amateur competition (as
recognizable as the Olympics) or
the professional route.
BUT FOR MOST the career
ends with the last game in the
lasy year of college life.
There are a few people from
Wright State who have the potential for the pro route. Bob
Grote (who lettered four years on
both the WSU baseball and basketball teams from 1972-1976) is
now playing with the Mets Minor
League Organization (Class A A in
Jackson, Mississippi), and Mark
Lucas left WSU in his junior year
to sign with the Atlanta Braves
(Class AA Carolina League).
Senior Tim O'Neal, who became WSU's first golf All-American, has the potential ability of a
pro, but a slump near the middle
of the season cast things in a
different (but not forgotten) light.
FOR THE OTHER Raiders
leaving this year, most will take
up jobs in their respective fields
or go on to graduate school.
They will pick up their scrapbooks and tell relatives about
"the time when..." and then they
will put the scrapbook aside and
get back to work.
Some of their records will be
placed in books, but the rccords
will be broken, eventually. For
right now. though, they stand and
everyone remembers them.
Wrest'.e- .VIM Kj-rdik's record
of I?8 career victories may be a
hard act to follow. Kordik'a
record this year was 34-3, bringing his career to 118-23-1. The
senior from Centerville has been
referred to by his coach. Slamat
Bulgaris, as "the hardest working
member of the team" and "one of
the three best 118-pounders in

with a 77.7 average and became
the natron."
KORDIK HAS been to the WSU's highest individual place
NCAA finals four times, placing finisher in NCAA competition.
twice (eighth in his sophomore
Senior Bob Schaeftr broke the
year fourth in his junior year). Raider basketball record for most
He w as captain of his Raidc r team points this year (1634) and holds
and wrestled in both the 118 and numerous records in WSU basketball history.
126 classes.
Schaefer holds rccords for most
Senior Maria Miniaci last nigl t
was presented an Alumni Award career field goals (663). most field
for outstanding female athlete at goal attempts (1,371). and most
WSU. Miniaci lettered four years career games (108). The 6'7"
in swimming and became WSU's forward from Kettering finished
first national champion when she this year as the leading scorer (for
wen the 50-yard butterfly at the the third straight year), but with
AIAW Small College Swimming only a 14.1 points per game
and Diving Championships. average due to mjuries sustained
during the season.
March 5 in Reno. Nevada.
IN BASEBALL, senior Kevin
Miniaci also placed second in
the 50-yard freestyle and third in Newnam was this year's most
the 100-yard freestyle. Miniaci valuable player and a member of
was All-American her sophomore the NCAA District IV team (first
year and has qualified for the team in his sophomore year,
National Championships all four second team this year).
Newnam came within .009 of
years of her career.
O'NEAL WAS presented the winning his third straight batting
award for outstanding male ath- title (a shoulder injury sustained
lete. O'Neal lettered four years in the middle of the season
with the Raider golf team and contributing to this) and his .3125
placed second this year in the average was second best on the
NCAA Division II Golf Champion- team.
A centerfielder from Kettering,
ships. He _ finished^ tjv:^season

1445 Springfield St., Dayton, Ohio

Cartel had his own career
Newnam concludes his .arecr
with three offensive records: most records, surpassing Bill Fogt's
home run-. (19). most hits (161) record for best field goal perand most RBI (117). His career centage in a season with .613, and
batting average is second behind best field goal percentage in a
his cousin Dave who hit .336.
career (.583).
CARTER WAS one of the k;y
NEWNAM WILL play amateur
members on this year's Raider
baseball in Dayton this year.
Cindy Mercer became the first squad, his hustle and desire
woman at WSU to letter four second only to Bob Cook who won
years in two sports as she com- the Raider award for dedication.
Cook is also ending his basketpleted her basketball and Softball
ball career this year after three
college careers.
Mercer has been referred to as vears as a Raider.
Cook was a court leader and a
a "steady player" by her coach
Pat Davis and also as ar. "un- reliable player who, according to
selfish player who would not WSU coach Ralph Underhill.
hesitate to pass off to her team- "would play with pain and great
determination." Cook was just a
mates when needed."
MERCER'S RECORDS back few points off Carter's record for
this up with most assists in a best field goal percentage and is,
game (11 in 1976-77 against according to Underhill, " a hard
Wittenberg. II in 77-78 against worker with good court sense."
Sinclair) »nd most assists in a Perhaps Cook can use this hustle
season (81 this year). The senior and desire after he receives a
from South Charleston batted degree and contemplates a ca.304 this year and has been a reer.
mainstay to Davis.
ALL OF THESE seniors have
Dynamic senior Jimmy Carter
will be remembered possibly as contributed immensely to WSU's
athletic program and have set
the Raider "slam dunk king" and
as one of the more flamboyant standards for others to follow.
members of past Raider squads.
^
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Call 0»yi twMno I »««»•"«»
(614) 486-9646
1890 Northwest Blvd.
Columbus, Oh. 43212
ICHtW

Daytor. MCAT begins July 17.

For IntaflHtlM About 0ttM> COOUrl In Koto TM. «0 Mll0< US CllW I AfOAO
Outside NT S t i l t C * l l TOU flKC: ( M - m - I T O
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We also have party rooms

PRESERVE, PROTECT & BEAUTIFY
DOCUMENTS, NEWSPAPER ARTICLES
•PRACTICALLY EVERYTHING ON PAPER''
Beautifully Preterved Foe A Lifetime
Through . tprcul proceiv - e d u a l l y PUFSS INTO WOOD your favortte v.h^%
lb*y become
mot\iurr pmoI. duvip«—< and - i l l
cract. peel or separate Tbn proce.% outdate. gU»» framing and
Icep. M ludiv i hmtUg
. « * ! . of po&vtafltt.

For graduating studnets, we are offering a special price on diplomas.

GIVES YOU MORE OF
WHAT YOU GO OUT FOR!

,o T h e area's most spectacular lighted A
^
dance floor, fantastic sound,
Q e l e c t r o n i e eames, a hugs circular b a r . Q
and much more.

o
o

A Diploma 8 ' V i l l " (actual MM) wtll ftnivS l|V» i 14" • t l h a I H " border on all Mde»
C howe <4 border mlort available light. Medium and Dart Walnut. Black. Red. Green and Blue
SPECUL
Regular Price S1VM>
P*K"F. *18 Mpluuta.
Thu 20% Saving*
be honored until JUNE 29. 1979

your diploma with pride - you've earned it!

o

i t t o M l t (SUl 2 S * M U

Distinctive Laminations Corporation
"Excellence In Plagues"
,l?l)9 Wayne Avenue Olyiofl. Oh»4M20
NPECIAI PKK I fonored .Mil i S K S It
Bring
AD And SAVE 10%
SEMPER FIDEUS

iNiMl|glW»taliif$'

^

i mTBI
t i i uPMHUTI0*
m»S«7m

DOCUMENTS. PHOTOGRAPHS. AWARDS.

Mtuo-I

t

Serving... Monday - Thursday 11:00 to 10:00

IF IT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU
LAMINATE IT!

Display

!

MCAT

Phone: 254-0355

"»

j

n'MMUfcii •''iti'' it.

o

THURSDAY

o

FRIDAY

o

and

PARTY NIGHT
DRINK AND DROWN
AND ONE LOW PRICE
MAKES YOUR NIGHT!
OPEN AT 8 P.M. EVEKY NIGHT EXCETT MONDAY

FREE LIGHTED PARKING

o o• o• o• o
KMSrrAKKnAUONN

MAIM ST.

o
6:
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Snapshots * Looking back on Raider year

Bakler Dong McMlehael (shown here on hue) lead the Slider (quad whh moat sacrifices (7) this year.
Senior McMlchael ended hla career at WSU along whh teammate* Kevin Newnam, Dave Bern, and Bob

Junior Bill Wllaon tied a r m r d for moat assists hi a game (10)
thla season and waa one of the moat Improved pla_ver* on the team.
WDaon proved himself on the court and atarted a large percentage
of the Raiders' games thla year.
aB phots* by Jaae Carrofl

Member* of the Raider team contemplate one of the many home game* this season. The Haiders only
at two home games, one a regional final on March 3. Lett to right, Jeff Bragg, Eddie Crowe, Tom

Schaefer set several records In WSU's history hu-lodtag breaking the record for moat points In
(1M4).

